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Suspenseful and mind-blowing, this is one of those type of games that involves little brain to ponder what is going on, but is fun to play nonetheless. Witch's Reign is a first-person maze game, where you have to find the way out of a prison. You start in the middle and keep moving following the light for you see, but the candle is only powerful, you can only see one tile in
front. Be careful of monsters, Sleeping predators and traps, if they're alerted they come after you immediately, if you manage to find the way out, you get the freedom, but you're only left with a Candle, you'll have to use that candle for the next steps. Use the candle in the correct way, you have to decide what to use it for to get out of the maze.The gameplay is simple but
hard, so be vigilant. BlackJack - Give blackjack one last shot. Blackjack is an exciting card game where every spin represents a new opportunity, a new round, a new winner. All eyes are on you and your fellow blackjack players as you try to best your opponents and prove your skill. Within the game are numerous features to help players hone their game, including the card
selection screen, a casino and card selection screens. As you learn the game you can challenge opponents for higher stakes. In this classic economics puzzle game you must trade between different continents, discovering real life style of living and buying new goods. Upgrading your house can be useful for you to get new items you want. You can use different cooking tools
to cook things, drink milk from the farm, order a worker to perform work. There are three professions in this game. Those professions are: farmer, cook, doctor. For you to earn more money in the game you can upgrade the house. By doing so you will get more money as well as your character growth. There are various buildings that you can upgrade. With each upgrade the
money you earn from the farm is also increased. You can buy anything you want in this game, including furniture, clothes, or items which help you advance and improve your skills. “A true game of skill with a high level of challenge and lots of strategy and amusement, Black Jack makes an exceptional game. If you like the classic gambling games you will enjoy Black Jack”.
Marlow - What if a skilled gambler had everything to win? Marlow is a match-

Features Key:
Written in Java
Mac/PC compatible
Tons of game play
No Game Maker
Free

2048 Game

Originally titled "Sedna," 2048 was intended to be a dying-game type game. The original intent was to have the game loop constantly running so that you had to constantly be playing. The way it ended up was it was designed to start as normal and then slowly un-health itself until you were left with just an outline of the game in the corner of your screen. From there on there would
be no way to stop the game from generating and refreshing itself.

2048 was written in Smalltalk so it ran fairly fast and it had the advantage of being easily scaled to most computers. I consider 2048 to be the world's finest dying game.
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But eventually someone took over the project on the sourceforge site and have continued developing the game. It's still basically the same game but now it has the cool badge on the upper right, support for skins, and more levels. Isn't that guy who took over a great site?

You can choose from skins now, including a "Wizard Fire" skin! And you can vote for features in the menus.

If you like game development, you should play this and try to do some awesome skins.
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